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We construct a simple career concerns model where high-powered incentives

can distort the composition of effort by inducing excessive signaling. We show

that in the presence of this type of career concerns, markets typically fail to limit

competitive pressures and cannot commit to the desirable low-powered incen-

tives. Firmsmay be able to weaken incentives and improve efficiency by obscur-

ing information about individual workers’ contribution to output, and thus

reducing their willingness to signal through a moral-hazard-in-teams reasoning.

However, firms themselves have a commitment problem, since firm owners

would like to provide high-powered incentives to their employees to increase

profits. When firms cannot refrain from doing so, government provision may

be useful as a credible commitment to low-powered incentives. Governments

may be able to achieve this even when operated by a self-interested politician.

Among other reasons, this may happen because of the government’s ability to

limit yardstick competition and reelection uncertainty. We discuss possible

applications of our theory to pervasive government involvement in predomi-

nantly private goods such as education and management of pension funds.

1. Introduction

Although a range of transactions take place in markets and are subject to high-

powered incentives, many important activities are organized within firms that

are partly shielded from market incentives. Still others are conducted by
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governments, where they are even more insulated from market incentives. Al-

though the costs of low-powered incentives are well known, a body of work

beginning with Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) suggests that in some circum-

stances low-powered (weak) incentives may actually be optimal. In this article,

we suggest that in activities where low-powered incentives are optimal, gov-

ernments may be the desirable form of organization because of their ability to

credibly commit to such incentives. The model thus offers a new incentive-

based explanation for why, despite their well-known inefficiencies, govern-

ments often provide private goods such as education, health care, and pensions.

In our model, workers with career concerns choose two types of effort, one

which is socially productive and one which is socially unproductive, but

affects observed performance. We illustrate the argument with the example

of education, and assume that teachers make separate decisions about how

much effort to exert in building children’s underlying human capital and about

how much effort to exert in ‘‘teaching to the test.’’ High-powered incentives

therefore have costs as well as benefits: they induce more productive effort but

also more unproductive effort. If the distortionary effects of high-powered

incentives are sufficiently severe, low-powered incentives may be optimal.

However, competitive pressures in markets make incentives naturally high

powered. Firms, on the other hand, may be able to ‘‘coarsify’’ information

by organizing activity (e.g., teaching) into teams. Coarser information, in turn,

creates a standard moral-hazard-in-teams problem and induces low-powered

incentives. Nevertheless, since firms compete in the market and are the resid-

ual claimant of the profits they generate, firm owners face exactly the same

strong incentives to improve their firms’ observed performance. If they can

secretly reward individual team members (teachers) on the basis of their per-

formance, they will not be able to credibly commit to low-powered incentives,

and the same inefficiencies present with markets will reemerge.

When both markets and firms fail to credibly commit to low-powered incen-

tives, government operation may be a possible solution. We discuss a number

of reasons within the framework of our model (and beyond those already em-

phasized in the literature, see, e.g., Dixit [1997, 2002]) about why governments

can better commit to low-powered incentives. First, in the presence of common

shocks even if the ability and actions of the politician matter and politicians are

driven by self-interest, they may be able to commit to low-powered incentives

because of the weakening of yardstick competition associated with govern-

ment provision. Second, politicians may be less subject to career concerns

incentives in the context of improving educational performance because of

reelection uncertainty caused by other factors.

Our analysis therefore offers a new incentive-based explanation for why

activities such as education and pension funds, where the true quality of output

is not well observed and hence the risk of distortion toward the ‘‘bad’’ type of

effort is particularly high, may be organized within governments.1 This adds to

1. Wilson (1989) and Dixit (2002) emphasize the importance of ‘‘multitasking’’ issues in the

public sector.
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both public good and political economy theories of government. The former

cannot explain why provision of private goods such as education, health care,

and pensions accounts for a much larger fraction of government expenditure

than public goods, such as national defense, scientific research, and interstate

highways. Similarly, existing theories of government based on rent seeking,

see, for example, Niskanen (1971), Bates (1981) and Shleifer and Vishny

(1994), suggest that governments may be too large, but they do not explain

why governments more often engage in operating hospitals, than, say, growing

wheat or manufacturing pasta.

We should note from the outset, however, that this article does not offer

a complete theory of the division of economic activities betweenmarkets, firms,

and governments. Many other factors clearly influence the boundaries of firms

(see, among others, Williamson [1985], Grossman and Hart [1986], and Hart

and Moore [1990]), and our analysis abstracts from the most important deter-

minants of government behavior, political economy concerns. Nevertheless,

our model is complementary to existing theories of firms and governments,

since it provides a simple unified framework for thinking about markets,

firms, and governments. Although existing studies on the boundaries of the firm

focus on how asset ownership shapes investment incentives, our approach is

based on the ability of an organizational structure to credibly commit to manip-

ulating information and shows how these factors may be important in determin-

ing whether some activities should be operated by firms or by governments.2

In addition, our article ismost closely related to the career concerns literature

(e.g., Stein 1989;Meyer andVickers 1997;Dewatripont et al. 1999;Holmstrom

1999), and to the multitasking literature (e.g., Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991,

1994), which also emphasizes the costs of high-powered incentives.3 Our

model combines elements from both models and this combination is essential

for our study of governments: government operation or regulation is useful pre-

cisely because the underlying career concerns problems make it impossible for

the firms to commit to not rewarding employee success. In addition, the role of

firms as institutions for suppression of information has been discussed by

Gibbons and Murphy (1992), Gibbons (1998), and Acemoglu (1998), but

not in a context where suppression of information is useful for weakening

incentives and improving the composition of effort. Moreover, this work

assumes that firms have no commitment problem and therefore provides no role

for the government. Articles by Kremer (1997) and Levin and Tadelis (2002)

2. It is also worth emphasizing that our theory does not imply that government operate only

those activities where the costs of weak incentives are outweighed by their benefits. Governments

may grow beyond their ‘‘optimal’’ size because of a range of reasons, including those related to

political economy and corruption, but still do so while specializing more in areas where they have

a comparative advantage. Therefore, our theory is informative about the areas in which we may

expect to see government operation, even when such behavior is not motivated by welfare-

maximizing objectives.

3. The literature on advertising with imperfect information about quality is also related in this

context, though the focus is on the costs of advertising to reveal quality by high-quality suppliers

(e.g., see Kihlstrom and Riordan [1984] or Milgrom and Roberts [1986]).
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are also related—they emphasize the benefits of firms inmanipulating incentives

because of joint production, though their story is noninformational and static.

Finally, also closely related to our article is the work by Hart et al. (1997),

which uses the incomplete contracts approach to explain why governments run

prisons and provide a definition of the ‘‘proper scope of governments.’’ With

private ownership, managers receive a greater share of the gains they create,

but this also induces them to engage in too much cost cutting at the expense of

quality. We share with this article the emphasis on the potential costs of high-

powered incentives associated with private ownership, but in our setup, these

incentives arise not because of bargaining between the government and man-

agers, but from the career concerns of producers, and different ownership

structures affect incentives by influencing information transmission and the

degree of career concerns.4

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the en-

vironment and characterizes optimal incentives in a simple mechanism design

problem. Sections 3–5 compare the incentive structure under markets, firms,

and governments. Section 6 provides empirical evidence in support of the pre-

dictions of the model regarding government involvement in education and

pension funds, while Section 7 concludes.

2. Model

We outline a simple two-period model to present our main intuition and focus

on the teaching example for concreteness. An earlier version of this article

(Acemoglu et al. 2003) presented the same analysis in the context of an infinite

horizon model. Here, we focus on the two-period model to simplify the

exposition.

2.1 The Environment

Consider a two-period economy with n teachers and 2n# parents, where n#> n.

We denote the set of teachers by T : In each period, n# parents seek to obtain

education for their children. A teacher i lives for both periods, and every period

she can teach a single child.

The human capital of a child depends on the ability of the teacher assigned to

him, ait; and the unobservable ‘‘good’’ effort, git; put into teaching. We denote

the human capital of a child assigned to teacher i 2 T by

hit ¼ ait þ f ðgitÞ; ð1Þ

whereas a child not assigned to a teacher has human capital ht ¼ 0.

Ability ait for teacher i 2 T is not known by any agent in the economy, but

teachers and parents share the common belief that for each i 2 T ; ability at

4. In this context, see also Acemoglu and Verdier (2000) and Prendergast (2003) on how gov-

ernment intervention or bureaucratic decision-making may create inefficiencies even when they

are potentially improving the allocation of resources.
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time t ¼ 0 is normally distributed with mean m0
i and variance v0, that is,

ai0 ;Nðmi
0; v0Þ: Moreover, abilities are drawn independently across teachers.

Teachers and parents also share the common knowledge that for each teacher

i 2 T ; ability at time t þ 1 is determined by aitþ1 ¼ ait þ eitþ1; where e
i
tþ1 is an

i.i.d. teacher-level shock distributed as Nð0;r2
eÞ: The function f(g) is increas-

ing and strictly concave in g, with f(0)¼ 0. The level of hit provided by a teacher

is not observable to parents. Instead, parents rely on their child’s test score sit;
which provides an imperfect signal of the true human capital accumulated by

the child. The test scores are imperfect not only because they are noisy signals

of human capital accumulation but also because they can be partially manip-

ulated by a teacher. In particular, the test score sit of a student assigned to

a teacher i 2 T is given by

sit ¼ hit þ cf ðbitÞ þ hit þ gt: ð2Þ

Here, bit denotes the ‘‘bad’’ effort put in by the teacher and the parameter c� 0

reflects the influence of bad effort on test scores and thus captures the extent to

which test scores can be manipulated by bad effort. In addition, hit is an i.i.d.

student-level shock distributed as Nð0;r2
hÞ (e.g., the ability of students to

learn) and gt is an i.i.d. common shock that every teacher receives in period

t, distributed asNð0;r2
gÞ: For example, if all students are given the same test,

gt can be thought of as the overall difficulty of the test and also captures any

other cohort-specific difference in ability for performance.

The reason for calling the two types of efforts good and bad should be ap-

parent now. Parents care about the good effort exerted by a teacher which influ-

ences the human capital of their child. However, they only observe the signal s,

which can be manipulated by teacher’s bad effort as well. In practice, bad ef-

fort may correspond to what is commonly referred to as ‘‘teaching to the test.’’

It involves rote learning, where a teacher just forces students to cram certain

essential facts or methods, without explaining the concepts behind them or the

connection between various facts and phenomena (see Hanaway 1992). Such

cramming contributes less to human capital than good effort, but it serves to

inflate their test scores. Bad effort might also be interpreted as teacher cheat-

ing, which improves test scores, but clearly has no beneficial effect on pupils’

human capital (see the discussion in Section 6 below).

The expected utility of a parent at time t is given by

UP
t ¼ Et½ht� � wt;

where Et½�� denotes expectations with respect to publicly available information

at the beginning of time t and w is the wage paid to the teacher. This utility

function implies that parents do not care about test scores directly but only

about human capital.5

5. Our main results can be generalized to the case in which parents care about test scores as well

as human capital.
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Let t 2 f0, 1g index the two periods. Expected utility of teacher i 2 T at

beginning of period 0 is given by the time separable utility function

Ui
0 ¼ E0

X1
t¼0

dtðwi
t � git � bitÞ

" #
;

where d < 1 is her discount rate.

For now we focus on the case where n is very large, that is, n/N; which
allows us to ignore the common shock, gt (since when n/N; gt can be per-

fectly filtered out from average test scores, see below). The common shock

will play an important role in Section 5 where we discuss incentives with

government-provided education.

The exact timing of events is as follows:

1. In the beginning of period 0, each teacher is endowed with ability

ai0 ;Nðmi
0; v0Þ:

2. Teachers potentially organize into firms/schools.

3. Parents compete by offering wages to teachers or firms, denoted by

fwi
0gi2T :

6 These wages are not conditional on any future information.

4. At the end of period 0, human capitals, fhi0gi2T ; are produced for all

pupils assigned to teachers and their test scores, fsi0gi2T ; are revealed.

5. Parents use the test score information to update their priors about the abil-

ity of teacher, obtaining updated beliefs ai1 ;Nðmi
1; v

i
1Þ for each i 2 T.

6. Period 1 begins in the same sequence of events that take place.

We focus on the perfect Bayesian equilibrium of this game, where beliefs are

derived from Bayes’ rule given equilibrium strategies, and equilibrium strat-

egies are optimal for teachers and parents at every information set given

beliefs. We start by outlining how beliefs about teacher ability are updated.

2.2 Updating Beliefs

Recall that beliefs about teacher i 2 T at the beginning of first period can be

summarized as ai0 ;Nðmi
0; v0Þ: Let S0 [ ½s10 � � � sn0�

T
denote the vector of n test

scores that parents observe during period 0when each child is taught by a single

teacher. Suppose that in equilibrium the effort levels of teacher i 2 T are gi0
and bi0: Then, let Z0 [ ½z10 � � � zn0�

T
such that

zi0 ¼ si0 � f ðgi0Þ � cf ðbi0Þ;
¼ ai0 þ hi0 þ g0:

Let ai1 be the updated prior on teacher i’s ability conditional on observing Z1.

Then, Bayes’s rule implies that ai1 ;Nðmi
1; v1Þ; where mi

1 and v1 denote mean

and variance of posterior distribution. Moreover,

6. We are using fwi
0gi2T : for wages for nowwith a slight abuse of notation, since when teachers

form teams, parents will pay the price for their children to be taught by a team of teachers. See

Section 4.
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mi
1 ¼ mi

0 þ bðzi0 � mi
0Þ � �bð�z�i

0 � �m�i
0 Þ; ð3Þ

where

b ¼ �b ¼ v0

ðv0 þ r2
hÞ
; ð4Þ

zit is the ith element of the vector Zt and refers to the signal from teacher i,

whereas �z�i
0 is the average test score excluding teacher i and �m�i

0 is the average

prior excluding teacher i. Since n/N;we have ð�z�i
0 � �m�i

0 Þ/g0; so the com-

mon shock is revealed and filtered out. The proof of equations (3) and (4) to-

gether with the expression for v1 is given in Appendix. It is also straightforward

to see from Appendix that if ai0 ;Nðmi
0; v

i
0Þ; our results generalize. Parents

still filter out the noise from the common shock by using relative performance

and the weight given to zi0 while determining mi
1 becomes

bi ¼ vi0
ðvi0 þ r2

hÞ

reflecting the heterogeneity in the precision about the beliefs regarding the

ability of different teachers.

Equation (3) illustrates relative performance evaluation (yardstick compe-

tition) in the presence of the common shock g0. The coefficient �b captures

relative performance evaluation by emphasizing that an improvement in

the score of a teacher creates a negative effect on the market’s assessment

of other teachers.

Lemma 1. Beliefs about the ability of teacher i 2 T are updated according

to equations (3) and (4), where 1 > b > 0. Moreover, b is increasing in v0 and

decreasing in r2
h:

Proof. See Appendix.

The intuition behind the last part of Lemma 1 is that any increase in the

variance of h, r2
h; increases the noise in the signal, and makes it less valuable,

and hence reduces b. An increase in v0 makes the signal more valuable. In other

words, a greater r2
h relative to v0 implies that a given variation in test scores is

less likely to come from teacher ability, so parents put less weight on differ-

ences in test scores in updating their posterior about teacher ability.

2.3 Efficient Allocations

Before characterizing the perfect Bayesian equilibria, we look at efficient allo-

cations, which maximize ‘‘social welfare.’’ We define social welfare, UW, as

the sum of teachers’ and parents’ utilities. Since ability of teacher i enters ad-

ditively in the utility function of parents, all teachers should choose the same

effort level in a given period, which we denote by ðgt; btÞ: Let us focus on the

case n/N; so that there is no uncertainty about average realizations. Then,

social welfare can be written as

Incentives in Markets, Firms, and Governments 7



UW ¼
X1
t¼0

dt�Aþ f ðgtÞ � gt � btÞ; ð5Þ

where �A is the average ability of teachers in the population, and is a constant as

n/N:
First-Best. Maximizing equation (5) gives us the first-best. In the first-best,

there is no bad effort, bt ¼ 0, and the level of good effort, gFB, is given by

f #(gFB) ¼ 1 in both periods.

Second-Best. Since teacher effort and level of human capital are not directly

observable, a more useful benchmark is given by solving for the optimal mech-

anism given these informational constraints. Solving the model backwards, we

first see that there will never be any incentive for teachers to exert effort in the

last period. This is due to the fact that effort is unobservable and wages are not

conditioned on future realizations of pupils’ human capital (recall the timing of

events at the end of Section 2.1). Consequently, gSB1 ¼ bSB1 ¼ 0; and the human

capital output of teacher is hi1 ¼ ai1:Given the timing of events we assume, this

feature holds with all organizational forms, and throughout, we therefore focus

on the first period where teacher’s effort can be manipulated by changing her

incentive scheme, wi
1; in the second period.

Recall that wage wi
1 can be a function of the available information at the

beginning of the second period. The information set relevant for teacher

i 2 T can be defined as Xi
1 ¼ ½mi

1; s
i
0; s

�i
0 �: Note that Xi

1 contains the test score

associated with teacher i and the vector of test scores for all other teachers, s�i
0 ;

as well as the updated beliefs regarding the ability of teacher i;mi
1:
7 Therefore,

for characterizing the second-best, there is no loss of generality in focusing on

Xi
1: Let x

i
1ðXi

1Þ be the wage paid to teacher i in period 1. Then, the constrained
maximization problem to determine the second-best allocation of effort in pe-

riod 0 can be written as:

max
fwi

1
ðXi

1Þg
ð�Aþ f ðg0Þ � g0 � b0Þ

where fg0; b0g: 2 arg max
fg#0;b#0g

ðdE0½w1ðXi
1Þ� � g#0 � b#0Þ: ð6Þ

We leave details of the maximization problem (6) to Appendix. An important

consequence of the incentive compatibility condition in equation (6) is that any

effort combinations g0; b0f g must satisfy

cf #ðb0Þ ¼ f #ðg0Þ:

This equation shows that teachers can be encouraged to exert good effort only

at the cost of bad effort. As a result, the opportunity cost of inducing high effort

is greater in the second-best problem than in the first-best.

7. It is straightforward to see that Xi
1 is the largest set of contractible information about teacher

i; if teacher i is part of a nonsingleton team in first period, then there will be less information about

his ability.
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Next consider a wage schedule of the form wi
1 ¼ ami

1 þ j; which links

teacher compensation to their contemporaneous perceived ability (see Appen-

dix to see why focusing on such linear contracts is without loss of generality).

This formulation of incentives is similar to the seminal career concerns article

by Holmstrom (1999). The extra effort put in by a teacher in period 0 increases

her test score in period 0. There are no immediate rewards for this increase as

the teacher has already been paid her wage. However, an increase in test score

raises her perceived ability in period 1 due to the updating rule (3). This mar-

ginal benefit of higher test scores in period 0 can be summarized as dab:
greater b implies that teacher effort will have a larger influence on future per-

ceptions of her ability, and thus greater future rewards (which is the reason why

discount factor d also matters). We define b as the ‘‘career concerns coeffi-

cient.’’ The marginal benefit is also increasing in a, which can be thought

of as ‘‘the market-reward coefficient’’—how much the market rewards a unit

increase in the perceived ability of the teacher.

The marginal benefit of higher test scores implies that privately optimal lev-

els of good and bad effort are

f #ðg0Þ ¼ cf #ðb0Þ ¼
1

dab
:

This implies that a greater a, that is, higher-powered incentives, translate into

greater good and bad effort, and for the reasons explained in the previous par-

agraph, the magnitude of this effect depends on both the career concerns co-

efficient b and the discount factor d.
The following proposition, which is proved in Appendix, characterizes the

second-best effort levels and determines the value of a that will induce these

effort levels.

Proposition 2. The second-best solution is given by g0¼ gSB, and b0¼ bSB,

with gSB < gFB. When each child is taught by a single teacher, the optimal

wage schedule is given by wi
1 ¼ aSBmi

1 þ j; where

aSB [
1

dbf #ðgSBÞ; ð7Þ

and for any nonnegative j. Both gSB and aSB are monotonically decreasing

in c. Moreover, there exists a threshold c; such that aSB < 1, for c > c:

Proposition 2 highlights the trade-off that a social planner faces given the

informational constraints. The planner needs to provide incentives to teachers

in order to induce effort. However, high-powered incentives lead to both good

and bad effort. This association between good and bad effort increases the

shadow cost of increasing good effort, leading to a lower level of good effort

in the second-best relative to the first-best. The parameter c captures the cost of
higher incentives in the form of bad effort. Hence, an increase in c increases

Incentives in Markets, Firms, and Governments 9



the scope for bad effort and reduces the second-best level of good effort, gSB,

and consequently, the optimal level of incentives for the teacher, aSB.
Expression (7) shows that for a given b, the market-reward coefficient, a,

can be adjusted to give us gSB. Similarly, if it were possible to manipulate b (as

different organizational forms will do below), the second-best effort can also

be achieved by changing the value of b for a fixed level of a. This is stated in

the next corollary (proof omitted).

Corollary to Proposition 2. The second-best equilibrium can alternatively

be described by fixing a and setting the career concerns coefficient on an in-

dividual teacher’s test score equal to

bSB [
1

daf #ðgSBÞ: ð8Þ

This preceding discussion therefore highlights two different channels via

which the second-best allocation can be obtained. The first is by manipulating

a, that is, how the market rewards ‘‘success,’’ and the second is by manipu-

lating b, that is, the teachers’ career concerns. In the sections that follow, we

discuss how successful different organizational forms are in manipulating the

career concerns coefficient to improve the allocation of resources.

3. Incentives in Markets

In this and the next two sections, we consider three different organizational

structures—markets, firms, and governments—and compare the incentives

they provide to teachers. Consider first the simplest model of perfectly com-

petitive markets. Every teacher works independently, teaches a single child,

and sells her teaching services in the market every period. This economy there-

fore corresponds to the timing of events given in Section 2.1. Bertrand com-

petition among parents implies that wage wi
1 for teacher i 2 T is given by

wi
1 ¼ mi

1: ð9Þ

The market equilibrium is therefore similar to the second-best equilibrium,

except that now a is fixed to be 1. This leads to the following result.

Proposition 3. The market equilibrium is characterized by good effort level

gM in the first period, where

f #ðgMÞ ¼ 1

db
:

We have that gM < gSB if c < c, and gM > gSB if c > c.

The proof follows immediately from Proposition 3 and is omitted. The result

that gM < gSB if c < c is similar to the result in Holmstrom (1999) that, with

discounting, career concernsare typically insufficient to induce theoptimal level

of effort. So in this case, even markets do not provide strong enough incentives.

There may be certain nonmarket institutions (e.g., tournaments) that strengthen

10 The Journal of Law, Economics, & Organization



incentives even further, thoughwe do not focus on those here.8 Therefore, when

c < c, markets are the preferred form of organization. This leads to the conclu-

sion, mentioned above, that where quality concerns are unimportant relative to

the total amount of effort/investments, services should be sold in markets.

The case where c > c, on the other hand, leads to the opposite conclusion.

Now, the natural career concerns provided by themarket equilibrium create too

high-powered incentives relative to the second-best. The extent to which the

market provides excessively high-powered incentives depends on the career

concerns coefficient, b, and via this, on r2
h and v0. When r2

h is small relative

to v0, b is high, and teachers in the market care a lot about their pupils’ scores,

giving them very high-powered incentives. In this case, since markets are en-

couraging too much bad effort, firms or governments may be useful by modi-

fying the organization of production to dull incentives. We next turn to

adiscussionof the role offirmsandgovernments in providing appropriate incen-

tives when markets lead to too high-powered incentives, that is, when c > c:

4. Incentives in Firms

So far we have assumed that each teacher works independently. We now allow

teachers to be organized into firms, whereby teacher i 2 T works for firm or

‘‘school’’ j. Since we focus on the case where c > c, market incentives are too

high powered. Firms might be able to dampen the power of incentives by cre-

ating teams of teachers and weakening the signaling ability of individual teach-

ers, which could potentially improve the allocation of resources.9

We model firm j as a partnership of Kj teachers working together to jointly

teach Kj children. The human capital, h
j
t ; of a child studying in firm j is there-

fore given by

h
j
t ¼ �a j

t þ f ðgtÞ
j
; ð10Þ

where a
j
t ¼ 1

Kj

P
i2Kj a

ij
t and f ðgtÞ

j ¼ 1
Kj

P
i2Kj f ðgijt Þ; where Kj denotes the set

of teachers in firm j. Given the joint production of teaching inside a firm, test

score of a child in firm j is given by

s
j
t ¼ h

j
t þ cf ðbtÞ

j þ h
j

t þ gt; ð11Þ

where f ðbtÞ
j
and h

j

t are defined analogous to a
j
t as averages over the set of

teachers in K
j. A critical implication of equation (11) is that parents only

8. One can also imagine organizations that reward teachers according to a wage function along

the lines ofwi
t ¼ ami

t þ jwith a> 1 to strengthen incentives beyond those provided by the market.

Firms, modeled below as teams of teachers, are unable to do so, however, since the ‘‘balanced

budget’’ requirement imposes that a � 1 and j � 0. See Holmstrom (1979).

9. We limit the analysis to the implicit incentives provided by firms. In addition, firms could

improve the allocation of resources by providing explicit incentives, that is, writing contracts with

their employees that are perfectly observed by their customers. Although this is a possibility in the

symmetric information case, in the asymmetric information case, which is our main focus, such

contracts are not useful, since the firm can write additional side contracts, not observed by the

customers, changing their employees’ incentives away from those implied by the explicit contracts.
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observe the aggregate or average test score of all the teachers (or pupils) in the

firm. Therefore, firms have the ability to shut down individual signals (test

scores) of teachers.

We first take the set of firms as given and characterize the equilibrium. In

this case, the timing of events is very similar to that given at the end of Section

2.1, except that only average test scores for firms are publicly observed. Sub-

sequently, we allow firms to form endogenously.

There are a total of Jfirms in the economywith
P J

j¼1 K
j ¼ n; eachwithKj<N.

As n/N; we also have J/N: Consequently, along the equilibrium path

parents can again back out the signal �z j0 ¼ �a j
0 þ �h j

0 þ g0 from �s j0: Let

�m j
t ¼

1

Kj

X
i2Kj

m
ji
t ð12Þ

be the expected ability of the teachers in firm j at time t. Then, parents update

their time t¼ 1 belief about teacher i’s (working in firm j) ability according to

an updating formula similar to equation (3):

m
ji
1 ¼ m

ji
0 þ bFð�z

j
0 � �m j

0Þ � �bFð�z�j
0 � �m�j

0 Þ: ð13Þ

Although parents can only observe the average test score of all the teachers in

the firm, it is possible for those inside the firm to have more information about

each individual teacher’s performance. Thus, in addition to the average test

score in the firm, teachers employed in the firm and the owner also observe

the following signal of each teacher’s performance (test score):

s
ji
0 ¼ a

ji
0 þ f ðg ji

0 Þ þ cf ðb ji
0 Þ þ h ji

0 þ h̃
ji

0 þ g0; ð14Þ

where h̃
ji

0 is a normal error term, distributed as Nð0;r2

h̃
Þ: When r2

h̃
/N; h̃

ji

0

has a very large variance and insiders have exactly the same information as

outsiders—that is, there is no asymmetric information. We start with this case

of no asymmetric information and later analyze the case where insiders have

better information.

Bertrand competition between parents implies that a group of teachers are

paid their expected contribution to human capital. Thus, the average earnings

of a teacher in firm j at time t 2 f0, 1g is

�w j
t ¼ �m j

t þ f ðgtÞ
j
; ð15Þ

where �m j
t is given by equation (12), and total revenue of firm j is Kj�w j

t :
We also need to know how each individual teacher is rewarded (i.e., how the

total revenue Kj�w j
t is divided between the teachers). We assume that each

teacher’s wage at time t 2 f0, 1g is given by

w
ji
t ¼ m

ji
t þ f ðg ji

t Þ; ð16Þ

where m
ji
t is the expected ability of teacher i in firm j given the insiders’ infor-

mation set, with evolution given by equation (13). This wage rule parallels the
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market wage rule, (9), thus making it clear that the advantage of firms does not

comefrommanipulating thewagerulebut fromobscuring information.10 In fact,

the firm as an entity has exactly the same high-powered incentives as the indi-

vidual teachers in the previous section; this observation will play an important

role in limiting the ability of firms to manipulate the power of incentives.

We also assume that the set of teachers in firm j,Kj, is chosen at time 0 and is

not changed thereafter. In other words, teachers do not switch ‘‘teams’’ after

initial assignment.11 Finally, we assume that the firm (partnership) maximizes

net revenue per partner (teacher), where net revenue represents revenues minus

the effort costs of a teacher. This implies that the partnership takes the optimal

behavior of each teacher derived from the equilibrium wage schedule (16) as

given, and maximizes expected time t¼ 0 average net benefits to its members.

As before, no teacher will invest any effort in the last period. Moreover, all

teachers within the team will choose the same level of good and bad effort,

denoted by g
j
0ðKjÞ and b

j
0ðKjÞ for a team of size K j. Consequently, the max-

imization problem for firm j that determines its size can be written as

max
Kj

E
j
0½ð�w

j
0ðKjÞ þ d�w j

1ðKjÞ � g
j
0ðKjÞ � b

j
0ðKjÞÞ� ð17Þ

subject to

fg j
0ðKjÞ; b j

0ðKjÞg 2 argmax
fg ji

0
;b

ji

0
g
dE0½w ij

1 ðKjÞ� � g
ji
0 � b

ji
0 ;

where �w j
t is given by equation (15), Kj denotes the total number of teachers in

that firm, and E
j
0 is the expectations given the information set of the insiders in

10. Similar results would apply if wages within the partnership were determined by some type

of bargaining instead of the wage equation (16).

11. It can be shown that, as long as we are in the case with c > c, ‘‘no-switching’’ is an equi-

librium. To see this briefly, consider a symmetric equilibrium. According to equation (16), every

teacher is paid her expected output equal to wt
ji ¼ mt

ji þ f(gt
ji). The expected utility of a teacher if

she stays in the firm is therefore given by Uji ¼ E0½ðm ji
0 þ f ðg0Þ � g0 � b0 þ dm ji

1 Þ�: Since

E
j
0½m

ji
1 � ¼ m

ji
0 ;we haveU

ji ¼ ð1þ dÞm ji
0 þ f ðg0Þ � g0 � b0:We next discuss deviations to switch

to another team and to opening a singleton firm (entrepreneurship), starting with the latter. Com-

pute the switcher’s utility assuming that in all future periods, he/she is expected to, and will, exert

good and bad effort equal to g and b. In this case, we continue to haveE0½m ji
1 � ¼ m

ji
0 ; and as long as

singleton firms are not of the optimal size, there will be a loss of utility for the switcher. In addition,

after switching, market perceptions of his/her ability will be negatively correlated with those of his/

her old coworkers. This will induce the teacher who switches to put in more effort (both good and

bad). As long as c > c; this will be rewarded by the market less than the cost of effort, and hence

greater effort will reduce the utility of the switching teacher.

Next, we verify that when no other teacher switches teams, a deviation to switching to another

team by a single teacher is also not profitable. To see this, note that the payment to a switcher in the

new firm will be according to the public perception of his/her ability, m
ji
1 ; which can be more than

E
j
1½m

ji
1 �, the expectation of ability given the firm j information set, introducing an adverse selection

problem. Although a full analysis of adverse selection in this context is beyond the scope of our

article, we can see that since there is no switching, a reasonable set of off-the-equilibrium path

beliefs would be that switchers are selected from those with the most to gain from a deviation. This

would imply that switchers have arbitrarily low E
j
1ðm

ji
1 Þ, making no-switching an equilibrium.
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firm j at time t¼ 0. �w j; g, and b are written as functions of Kj to emphasize that

the size of the firm will influence incentives and payments.

4.1 Symmetric Information—r2
h̃
/N

In this case, the firm can only make payments to teachers conditional on the

average signal from all the teachers �s jt : To see the benefits of large firms in the

simplest possible way, let us return to the updating equation, (13), which is

similar to the updating equation in the market case, (3). The career concerns

coefficient for an individual teacher is different, however. In particular, in

a firm of size K, the individual career concerns coefficient is bF/K. The reason
for this decline is the ‘‘moral-hazard-in-teams’’ problem. For each incremental

increase in her test score, a teacher only gets rewarded for a fraction 1/K of the

value created for the team.Moreover, as the proof to Proposition 3 in Appendix

shows, bF ¼ b and bF ¼ �b: Since b/K is decreasing in K, the power of incen-

tives can be reduced by increasing firm size, and in the case where c > c, there
exists a K* such that K*[ b/bSB, where bSB is the career concerns coefficient

that would ensure the second-best with a ¼ 1, as defined by equation (8).

We can now see that the solution to the second-best problem (6) can be

implemented as a competitive equilibrium among firms that maximize equa-

tion (17). As the wage function in equation (9) highlights, competition among

firms implies that a ¼ 1. It then follows from Corollary to Proposition 2 that

firm j will expand size K j until the power of incentives is given by bSB, that is,
until b/K j ¼ bSB. This of course implies that each firm will select K j ¼ K*.12

Proposition 4. Suppose that r2

h̃
/N: Then, for a firm of size K j, the good

effort level chosen by a teacher, g0, is given by gF0 ðKjÞ; where gF0 is mono-

tonically decreasing in K j with gF0 ð1Þ ¼ gM0 and gFðKjÞ/0 as Kj/N:

When c > c, there exists a unique equilibrium where firms have size equal

to K* [ b/bSB > 1 and where teachers exert the second-best level of good

effort, gSB0 in the first period.

As in the market equilibrium, a teacher is still paid her expected output.

However, the marginal effect of test score at time 0 on future expected ability

is lower in firms than in markets. In other words, firms lower the career con-

cerns coefficient from b to b/K, thus weakening individual incentives.

The reduction of career concerns effects under firms thus redresses the

‘‘over-incentivization’’ problem. As firms compete to maximize their value,

they endogenously expand to a size of K* and second-best allocation of Sec-

tion 2.3 is achieved.

4.2 Asymmetric Information and No Commitment—r2
h̃
< N

The preceding analysis highlighted how organizational structure of firms can

be used to suppress information. The question still remains, as to what extent

12. Here, we ignore ‘‘integer issues’’ since we are focusing on the case where Otherwise, Kj ¼
K* would not be possible for all j, and at least one firm may have to have a different size.
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a firm as a whole (or the principal/owner) has access to information regarding

an individual teacher’s test score. Proposition 4 above assumed that no one

inside the firm can observe a teachers’ test score either.

We therefore relax the assumption of symmetric information and assume

that r2

h̃
< N: This implies that insiders (the ‘‘partnership’’) now observe

a noisy signal of individual teacher performance as well as the public signal

coming from average firm performance. In addition, we follow the collusion

literature and assume that firms can enter into side deals with their employees.

This implies that if they announce some wage schedule for their employees,

they do not necessarily have to stick to these.13 This is plausible given the

various ways in which firms can reward their employees, without outsiders

detecting the exact form of contractual arrangements. Without the asymmetry

of information, firms had no ability to manipulate employee rewards, which

would be given by equations (13) and (16). Thus, there was no need for firms to

commit to wage contracts. The commitment problem—the inability of firms

to refrain from giving high-powered incentives to their employees—arises due

to asymmetric information.

The commitment problem implies that firm owners (or firms) would like to

use their private information to provide higher incentives through side con-

tracts with their teachers. This result is summarized in the next proposition.

Proposition 5. Suppose that c > c and r2

h̃
< N: Then there exists r2

h̃
; such

that when r2

h̃
> r2

h̃
; there is a unique equilibrium in which firms have size

equal to K**ðr2

h̃
Þ > 1; where K**ðr2

h̃
Þ induces the second-best level of effort

gSB, and is decreasing in r2

h̃
: When r2

h̃
� r2

h̃
the second-best outcome cannot

be achieved. When r2

h̃
¼ 0; the firm equilibrium leads to the market outcome,

that is, the good effort level gM.

Proof. See Appendix.

Let us illustrate the intuition for this result using the case of complete asym-

metric information that is r2

h̃
¼ 0: Suppose it were possible for firm j to choose

a sizeK* that implements the second-best level of effort. Recall from Section 3

that the outside market uses a career concerns coefficient of bF ¼ b, with b
defined by equation (4). This implies that the marginal benefit for the firm

(partnership) to increase average test scores is exactly the same as the marginal

benefit of increasing individual teacher’s test score in the market setup. More-

over, sincer2

h̃
¼ 0; insidersobserve teachers’ exact test scoreandcan thusprom-

ise to reward themaccording to acareer concerns coefficient ofb as in themarket

13. As in the collusion literature (e.g., Tirole [1986]), this assumption raises the question of

how firms (or partnerships) can credibly form such side deals. Like the wage equation (16), this

result can be derived as a repeated-game equilibrium in an infinite horizon setting, like the one

considered in the previous version of the article, Acemoglu et al. (2003). Models of side deals and

collusion in infinitely repeated relationships are further discussed in Acemoglu (1996) and

Martimort (1999).
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organization, which would increase the average net revenue of the partnership.

The firmwill therefore give fullmarket incentives to the teachers inside, contra-

dicting our assumption that K* implemented second-best effort.

Thus, choosing a firm size of K* (as given by Proposition 3) is no longer

a credible commitment to low-powered incentives and to the second-best level

of good effort. Instead, the strength of incentives will be determined by the

amount of information the firm has about each employee’s performance. Since

the firm’s (the insiders’) information about individual performance is also im-

perfect, that is, typically, r2

h̃
>0; average performance of the firm is still in-

formative about each employee’s ability. Therefore, firm size, by affecting

how informative average performance is about individual ability, still influen-

ces how powerful each employee’s incentives are. Generally, the larger the

size of the firm, the less information there is about an individual’s performance

inside the firm and the less powerful are equilibrium incentives. Therefore,

a firm might still be able to credibly commit to low-powered incentives by

further increasing its size to K**ðr2

h̃
Þ; thus reducing teachers’ incentives even

after taking into account the ex post manipulation of these incentives. Never-

theless, the precision of internal signals puts a lower bound on how much the

firm can dull incentives through ‘‘team production.’’ In particular, if r2

h̃
� r2

h̃
for some critical threshold r2

h̃
; then there is sufficiently good internal informa-

tion about teacher performance that even a very large firm would not be able to

dull incentives sufficiently.

The intuition for why asymmetric information and associated commitment

problems make firms less useful can be alternatively described as follows:

when production is organized within firms, individual teachers have relatively

weak incentives because of the moral-hazard-in-teams problem. The firm as an

entity, or its owner, however, has strong incentives, since it is the residual

claimant of profits. These incentives trickle down to employees if a firm

has better information on individual teacher’s performance than outside world.

5. Incentives in Governments

Let us now imagine a world with c > c and r2

h̃
small so that markets provide

too high-powered incentives, and firms cannot commit to dulling individual

incentives because of asymmetric information. For simplicity, let r2

h̃
¼ 0;

so firm and market equilibriums are identical with teacher exerting too much

effort. The question we investigate is whether governments can help improve

allocation in this case.

Governments arewidelybelieved tooffer ‘‘flat’’ incentives.Empirical studies

suggest considerable wage compression in governments relative to the private

sector (e.g., Johnson and Libecap 1994). Civil service rules in many countries

make firing difficult and tightly link pay with education and seniority. The lit-

eraturediscussesavarietyof reasons for low-powered incentives ingovernments

ranging from the absence ofmarket discipline (Niskanen 1971;Hanushek 1996)

to anoptimal design to avoid collusion and corruption (e.g.,Crozier 1967;Tirole

1986; Banerjee 1997; Acemoglu and Verdier 2000). In our model, we can think

of these concerns imposing awage structure on government organizations of the
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form wi
t ¼ aGmi

1 þ j: If aG were close to aSB, that is, if incentives in

government-runfirmswere close to thepowerof incentives necessary to achieve

the second-best, government organization would be useful.

Aside from this possibility, our model suggests other reasons why govern-

ments may be particularly able to commit to low-powered incentives. We

nowdiscuss these issuesusingastylizedmodelofgovernmentorganization.This

setup is similar to the case of firms, with teacher i teaching in firm j. However,

the critical difference is that all firms are now controlled and operated by a

government politician. The politician decides the size of schools as well as in-

dividual teacher rewards. The politician is also self-interested and similar to the

objectives of individual teachers; she would like to convince the market (in

particular, voters) that she has high ability in order to increase her reelection

probability.

We denote the politician’s true ability and voters’ perception of this at time t

by a
p
t and m

p
t ; respectively, where initial politician’s ability a

p
0 is distributed as

Nðmp
0; v

p
0Þ: In particular, we assume that the politician has an objective func-

tion given by

U
pol
0 ¼ E0

X1
t¼0

dtðmp
t � CtÞ

" #
; ð18Þ

where Ct is the cost per student of the schooling system, and is given by

Ct ¼ �wt; where �wt is the average teacher wage. This utility function implies

that the politician always likes to convince parents (or the voters) that he has

high ability and faces a cost in terms of the expenditures on the education bud-

get in this process.

Given this setup, we discuss reasons why governments may be better able to

commit to low-powered incentives than markets and firms. First, even when

the politician has an incentive to inflate test scores, these incentives may be

lower than those in firms in the presence of common shocks because of the

absence of yardstick competition in governments. Second, even in the absence

of common shocks, governments may still have lower career concerns because

of the reelection uncertainty that politicians face driven by factors unrelated to

their performance in this sector.

5.1 Government Operation with Common Shocks

In order to make the case of governments interesting, we need to allow room

for the actions of the politician to influence outcomes other than through her

effect on teacher effort. In general, decisions taken by education ministers or

prime ministers can have important influences on aggregate outcomes, for ex-

ample, through teacher selection, by affecting incentives in other dimensions,

or by influencing the curriculum. We allow for this possibility in a simple way

by assuming that the ability of the politician also matters for the human capital

attained by the children. In particular, assume that the human capital of a stu-

dent taught by teacher i is

hit ¼ ait þ kapt þ f ðgtÞ; ð19Þ
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where at
p is the ability of the politician in charge of the schooling system. Pol-

itician’s ability now influences the human capital of all the children in the

school system because of some other dimension of incentives that the politi-

cian provides to teachers, or because of her decisions. Consequently, the pol-

itician has an incentive to inflate test scores in order to improve others’

perception of her ability. The preceding analysis is unaffected by this modi-

fication and the term katp is now included in an augmented common shock,

g#t ¼ kapt þ gt:
What we want to point out, however, is that even in this case the government

may have a comparative advantage in providing low-powered incentives.

When an individual school inflates its own test scores, this has a negative effect

on other schools because of the relative performance evaluation used by the

market to remove the effect of the common shock, gt. This intensifies the neg-

ative externality and encourages private schools to give high-powered incen-

tives to their teachers. In contrast, with government operation, the politician is

in charge of the whole school system, so when citizens (voters) update their

beliefs about the ability of the politician, the common shock is not filtered out

and acts as an additional source of noise, thus weakening the incentives of the

politician.

More formally, parents (or voters) observe all test scores at the end of first

period and update their beliefs regarding the ability of the politician according

to the equation

m
p
1 ¼ m

p
0 þ bpðz0 � km0

pÞ; ð20Þ

where

z0 ¼
1

J

XJ
j¼1

�s j0 � �A� f ðg0Þ � cf ðb0Þ ¼ ka0
p þ g0; ð21Þ

and

bp ¼ kv p
0

k2v p
0 þ r2

g

; ð22Þ

where J is the number of firms in the economy, �A is the average ability of

teachers in the population, and �s jt refers to the average test score of firm j

at time 0. These updating equations have an intuition similar to equations

(3) and (4). The updating is now about the ability of the politician. For updat-

ing, only the average test score in the population is relevant, and in equilib-

rium, this average test score is equal to �Aþ f ðgtÞ þ cf ðbtÞ þ kapt þ gt: The
career concerns coefficient of the politician, bp; is different from that of firms

(or individual teachers), b, because learning now is about the ability of the

politician, which may have a different distribution, and more importantly, be-

cause noise comes from the aggregate shock, gt, not from the student perfor-

mance shocks, the ht’s. The reason why r2
g did not feature in the updating
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equations (3) and (4) is that relative performance evaluation eliminated this

aggregate shock. With government operation, relative performance evaluation

is not possible, since everything is run by the government,14 and this makes

(the perception of) government performance dependent on the realization of

the aggregate shock. As a result, the politician receives credit for only part of

the improvements in test scores, weakening her incentives, and therefore, in-

directly those of the whole government organization. The greater the r2
g; that

is, the more important the aggregate shock, the smaller the bp; and the weaker
the incentives in governments. In the limit, as r2

g/N; the politician has com-

pletely flat incentives.

Next, we look at the equilibrium level of effort chosen by the teachers under

government operation, gG, which will be determined by the incentives trickling

down to the individual teacher level. Given the politician’s own incentives in

equation (22), we can determine the wage schedule that the politician will offer

to each of his teachers. In particular, assume that the politician offers each

teacher a linear wage function of the form

wi
1 ¼ ap

1m
i
1 þ j1;

where mi
1 is the expected ability of teacher i at time t ¼ 1 and j1 is a constant.

First, consider the case where the level of incentives provided to teachers ap
1 is

observable. Then, even though the politician can manipulate teacher incen-

tives, she will receive no benefit from this, since voters will effectively observe

the level of good and bad effort exerted by teachers. In this case, the results

would be identical to those with no politician effects, and the politician would

simply choose ap1 ¼ aSB and achieve the second-best.

However, parallel to our treatment of firms where teacher incentives inside

the firm are not observed by outsiders, it may be more reasonable to presume

that ap
1’s are not observable citizens. Interestingly, even in this case, govern-

ment operation provides weaker incentives than markets and firms. We now

analyze this case by considering the maximization problem of the politician,

which is to maximize equation (18) by choosing the wage function of teachers.

Since the government acts as a monopolist, it will only give each teacher his/

her minimum reservation utility. Let u be the spot reservation utility of

a teacher. Then, in order to induce efforts g0 and b0 in the first period, the

government must pay each teacher a wage equal to wi
0 ¼ uþ g0 þ b0 in the

first period, and promise a wagewi
1 ¼ ap1m

i
1 þ j1 in the second period such that

incentive ap1 is high enough to induce the desired level of effort. The equilib-

rium level of ap1 (and hence effort level g
G in first period) will be determined by

14. This argument needs to be qualified when local politicians run local school districts, for

example, as in the United States. In this case, there will be some amount of competition even with

government operation. Nevertheless, given the importance of district-specific shocks, the extent of

yardstick competition might be much less than the case of private ownership, with competition

between private schools, thus qualitatively leading to the same type of comparison as that empha-

sized in this section.
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the politician’s objective function (18). Maximizing this objective function

with respect to ap1 gives us the following result.

Proposition 6. Suppose that r2

h̃
¼ 0 and c > c, so that both markets and

firms lead to the same inefficiently high level of effort gM> gSB, with gM given

in Proposition 3. The equilibrium level of effort under government operation,

gG, is then given by

f #ðgGÞ ¼ 1

dbp
:

We have gG < gM if and only if bp < b. Moreover, bp is decreasing in r2
g and

increasing in k.

Proof. See Appendix.

The proposition establishes that, because of the presence of common shocks,

government operation often provides weaker incentives than firms and mar-

kets, even though politicians have an interest in inflating test scores, and the

manipulation of teacher incentives by the politician is not observed by voters.

The presence of common shocks increases the amount of noise in the perfor-

mance of the politician, weakening her incentives. These weaker incentives

then trickle down to the teachers.

More specifically, when bp<b, government organization provides less high-

powered incentives than markets and firms because the politician has less to

gain by inflating test scores. This is likely to be the case when aggregate shocks

are large, that is, whenr2
g is large, andwhen the contribution of the politician to

aggregate test scores,k, and the room for the politician to prove that she has high

ability,r2
p; are limited. This reasoning also suggests that government operation

may be beneficial in reducing incentives in activities where there is more scope

for unproductive signaling effort and politicians have limited room to manip-

ulate aggregate performance to improve their standing. In contrast, when r2
g is

small, and/or when k and r2
p are large, politicians can manipulate incentives

more than profit-maximizing firms, and government operation is likely to lead

to a deterioration in the allocation of resources.

5.2 Government Operation Under Reelection Uncertainty

The above analysis may be criticized on the grounds that it is not government

operation per se but monopoly that is essential to limit yardstick competition in

the presence of common shocks.15 If so, perhaps similar outcomes could be

15. In defense of the above analysis, however, note that limiting yardstick competition may

only be possible through government operation. For example, granting monopolies to private firms

is politically difficult as it can easily lead to charges of corruption or favoritism. Moreover, once

a monopoly is granted, future governments will have little control over the firm in case the firm

turns out to do a bad job. On the other hand, if the government tries to maintain control through

heavy regulation, then it might stifle the private monopoly, making it essentially government run.
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achieved through a regulated private monopoly. In this subsection, we discuss

another reason for lower-powered incentives with governments, reelection un-

certainty faced by politicians.

To simplify the analysis in this subsection, suppose that schools can be op-

erated either by a private monopoly or by a politician, both with the objective

function

Ur
0 ¼ E0

X1
t¼0

ðdrÞtðmr
t � CtÞ

" #
; ð23Þ

where r denotes either to private monopoly or to the politician, and the only

difference from equation (18) is that the discount factor is now denoted by dr.
Since politicians not only run schools but also control many other policies,

they will be facing greater reelection uncertainty uncorrelated with their per-

formance in running schools (i.e., uncorrelated with mr
t ). Although the CEO of

a private firm can also be fired for events unrelated to his job ability, such

uncertainty is plausibly greater for politicians, who are typically entrusted

to perform multiple functions.

For the analysis in this subsection, let us assume that the politician will be

disqualified with probability 1 – p> 0 for reasons unrelated to his performance

in schools, receiving 0 utility thereafter. This implies that the politician’s ef-

fective discount factor can be written as dpol [ dp. Suppose for comparison

that there is no such uncertainty affecting the monopolist, so dmon [ d. Thus,
there is no difference in the preferences of politicians and monopolists, but the

effective discount factor of politicians is lower because of reelection uncer-

tainty. Suppose also that bp¼ b so that without reelection uncertainty, govern-

ments would be identical to markets. Then the following proposition is

immediate.

Proposition 7. Suppose that r2

h̃
¼ 0 and c > c, so that both markets and

firms lead to the same inefficiently high level of effort gM > gSB, with gM

as given in Proposition 3. Then in the absence of common shocks but under

reelection uncertainty, the level of effort under government operation gG is

given by

f #ðgGÞ ¼ 1

dpbp
:

If bp ¼ b, then gG < gM as long as p < 1. The level of effort with private

monopoly is

f #ðgPMÞ ¼ 1

dbp
:

If bp ¼ b, then gG < gPM ¼ gM as long as p < 1.

Proof. See Appendix.
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Higher reelection uncertainty (lower p) therefore lowers the career concerns
and the effort level of the politician. When there is too high-powered incen-

tives for private monopolies, reelection uncertainty makes government oper-

ation better than private monopolies. However, there may also be too much

uncertainty in the election process so that gG drops substantially below

gSB. If this were the case, government operation would no longer be superior

to firms or markets because now governments would be providing too low-

powered incentives. This suggests that although some natural level of uncer-

tainty in the electoral process may be helpful, if the political system is too

unstable, incentives in governments may be ‘‘too weak.’’ Thus, government

operation of certain activities is likely to be efficient only under relatively sta-

ble political regimes.

6. Application to Education and Pension Funds

We now discuss how our model may shed some light on why certain activities

are typically operated by governments.

It is first useful to note that although some government expenditure is on

typical public goods like interstate highways and scientific research, most pub-

lic expenditure in developed countries is on goods that yield primarily private

benefits, such as education, pensions, and health care. For example, in the

United States, more than half of the noninterest, nonmilitary federal budget

is spent by the Education Department, Social Security, and Health and Human

Services.16 In fact, governments do not simply subsidize education, savings,

and health, but actually operate schools, pension systems, and hospitals. This

is puzzling in light of the standard theories of public finance since in most cases

the government can deal with market failures with Pigovian taxes and subsi-

dies, especially given the existing evidence on widespread inefficiencies in

government provision (e.g., Barberis et al. 1996; La Porta et al. 1999). Sim-

ilarly, rent-seeking arguments cannot explain such government involvement

because it is not clear why government should choose to be involved in ed-

ucation rather than in the operation of factories.17

6.1 Education

A large share of primary and secondary education provision is by the state in

almost all countries, and in many countries this provision is highly centralized.

(The United States, with its local school boards, is an exception.) Even if one

accepts the case for subsidizing education, it is unclear why governments oper-

ate schools rather than simply subsidizing them. Consistent with the model,

incentives appear to be weaker in government-operated schools, and there

is evidence that high-powered incentives in teaching can create major

16. See US Office of Management and Budget, historical tables.

17. Bowles and Gintis (1976), Lott (1999),M. Kremer and A. Sarychev (unpublished data), and

L. Pritchett (unpublished data) suggest that governments may run schools in order to control what

ideology is taught to students.
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distortions. Perhaps the cleanest such evidence comes from a randomized eval-

uation program that provided primary school teachers in rural Kenya with

incentives based on students’ test scores (Glewwe et al. 2003). They find that

just as the model predicts, although test scores increased in treated schools,

there was little evidence of more teacher effort aimed at increasing long-

run learning. Teachers facing higher incentives increased effort to raise

short-run test scores by conducting more test preparation sessions (i.e.,

‘‘bad’’ type of effort). However, the ‘‘good’’ type of teaching did not show

a proportional increase: teacher attendance did not improve, homework assign-

ment did not increase, and pedagogy did not change. Although students in

treatment schools scored higher than their counterparts in comparison schools

during the life of the program, they did not retain these gains after the end of

the program, consistent with the hypothesis that teachers focused more on

manipulating short-run scores.

Similar results are obtained in US studies. Jacob (2002) investigates the

effects of the No Child Left Behind education bill in Chicago Public Schools,

which provided stronger incentives to teachers. He shows that this program led

to a significant increase in math and reading achievement scores, but that these

increases were influenced by teaching of test-specific skills, and that there were

no comparable gains on state-administered exams. In a related study, Jacob

and Levitt (2002) find substantial increases in teacher cheating (another ex-

ample of ‘‘bad’’ type of effort) in response to the introduction of high-powered

incentives in Chicago. Similarly, Figlio and Winicki (2002) look at the link

between nutrition and short-term cognitive functioning, and find that school

districts in Virginia increase the number of calories in school lunches on days

when high-stakes tests are administered, thus artificially inflating test scores.

Eberts et al. (2002), on the other hand, illustrate the potential adverse effects of

a merit-based teacher incentive scheme encouraging student retention on other

outcomes such as average daily attendance rates and student failure rates.

Evidence from the three countries that have moved farthest in introducing

markets into education, Chile, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom, is also

consistent with the notion that moving to a more market-oriented system leads

to high-powered incentives and carries significant costs. Hsieh and Urqiola

(2002) argue that competition among private schools in Chile’s voucher pro-

gram induces them to try to recruit strong students who will raise average

scores and making cosmetic changes to school appearance.18 Ladd and Fiske

(2000) find similar effects in New Zealand. Although Glennerster (2002) has

a positive overall assessment of recent British efforts to establish a quasi-market

in education and publish league tables of comparative school performance, he

notes that test score gains on UK exams were not matched by comparable gains

on international exams. This is consistent with the possibility that schools may

have focused on preparing students for the exams used to prepare the league

tables, rather than on broader measures of learning.

18. In contrast, using an instrumental-variables strategy Gallego (2006) finds more beneficial

effects of voucher schools in Chile.
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6.2 Pension Funds

Similar issues arise in the administration of pensions. Pension systems are of-

ten run by governments, though they provide private goods. Diamond and

Valdes-Prieto (1994) argue that in systems like the Chilean one, run by private

firms, administrative costs are substantially higher than well-managed

government-run systems. The bulk of the additional administrative costs come

from ‘‘advertising,’’ whereby individual funds try to raise their performance

appearance, and from ‘‘customers stealing,’’ whereby sales agents attempt to

convince clients to switch from one fund to the other, without any apparent

direct benefits. Both these are examples of the bad type of effort in our model.

In fact, the case of pension funds is a good example of the effect of common

shocks in our model. Privatizing pension funds would automatically lead to

yardstick competition due to common shocks affecting the value of stocks

and bonds. Thus, this industry may be particularly prone to the wasteful ac-

tivities highlighted above.

In Malaysia, for example, where the government runs and manages the pen-

sion system, the Employees’ Provident Fund costs US $10 a year per active

affiliate to administer or 0.32% of annual covered earnings. In Chile, on the

other hand, administrative costs average US $51.6 a year or 1.70% of annual

covered earnings. There is also evidence in Chevalier and Ellison (1999) that

US mutual fund managers have significant career concerns and consequently

manipulate the composition of their investments in ways that may not be in the

best interest of mutual fund investors.19

The recent article by Cronqvist (2003) studies partial privatization of the

Swedish pension fund system and finds that privatization led to large adver-

tisement campaigns by private fund managers. More importantly, a bulk of this

advertisement is composed of ‘‘seemingly noninformative’’ advertisements

(another example of ‘‘bad’’ effort). Furthermore, the article shows that such

noninformative advertisements actually lead investors ‘‘astray’’ by exploiting

their behavioral biases. Thus even in the pension fund context, the distortion-

ary cost of higher incentives that this article put forth can be quite large and

important.

6.3 Health Care and Law Enforcement

Finally, our mechanism also suggests possible reasons for why health care and

law enforcement may be government provided. With private provision, health

care providers may compete to improve their reputation by taking actions that

19. The long time periods involved in pensions and the presence of relatively unsophisticated

small investors mate make pensionsmore prone to signaling and potentiallymisleading advertising

and thus increase the costs of high-powered incentives for pensions relative to other types of fi-

nancial intermediation.

Moreover, though we abstract from reputation in our model, it may be particularly difficult to

build reputation in the management of pension funds, in part because incentives to deviate from the

high-reputation strategy would be strong. For example, a pension fund that takes big risks may

have high returns in the short run and very bad outcomes only with low frequency.
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make people feel better in the short run but do not improve their long-run

health. For example, US hospitals provide more nonmedical amenities than

British hospitals, which face less competition. Although it is certainly possible

that British hospitals may be providing suboptimal nonmedical amenities, the

evidence is also consistent with the notion that in the more market-based US

system, hospitals are trying to signal quality by providing easily observed non-

medical amenities. This would suggest that the ratio of spending on these ame-

nities to spending on medical care is too high in the United States, and perhaps

explain why the UKmanages to achieve health outcomes nearly as good as the

United States, while spending only 7.3% of gross domestic product on health

compared to the 13% the United States spends (OECD Health Data 2002).

Finally, law enforcement provides another example of potential cost of

high-powered incentives. Law enforcement agents with too high-powered

incentives may frame innocent people to appear more able to solve crimes,

so regulation of incentives might also be necessary in this activity, and the

low-powered incentives provided by government operation of law enforce-

ment may be useful.

7. Concluding Remarks

This article has presented a model in which both high- and low-powered incen-

tives have costs. Although high-powered incentives are necessary to induce

effort from agents, they also encourage them to exert bad effort to improve

observed performance. The relative importance of good and bad effort in

the activity in question determines the optimal extent of incentives. The natural

career concerns in market environments may then lead to too high-powered

incentives. We showed how firms, envisaged as teams of producers, may

be useful in this case by coarsifying the information structure and creating

a moral-hazard-in-teams problem to reduce the excessively powerful incen-

tives of agents. We also suggested that firms may sometimes be unable to

do this because the naturally high-powered incentives of firm owners may

trickle down to employees making it impossible to commit to low-powered

incentives. In such situations, government operation might be an alternative.

Governments have low-powered incentives for a variety of reasons outside our

model. We also argued that there are two reasons for incentives to be low pow-

ered in governments in the context of our framework: first, government op-

eration precludes yardsticks competition, because responsibility rests at the

top; second, reelection uncertainty due to other reasons weakens politicians’

incentives. Weaker politician incentives in turn may trickle down to lower-

powered incentives throughout the entire government organization.

Overall, our model offers a unified framework for the analysis of the de-

termination and implications of incentives in markets, firms, and governments.

The analysis suggests that activities for which high-powered incentives are

desirable should operate as markets. These would be activities where output

or quality is reasonably observable and there is little scope for unproductive

signaling effort. Examples of such activities may include sports, agriculture,
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and simple manufacturing. As services become more complicated and there is

a danger of wasteful effort due to over-incentivization, organization within

firms may be appropriate where group reputation could dull incentives at

the individual level. Examples may include most durable goods requiring rep-

utation, consulting services, or journalism. Because ‘‘Mom-and-pop’’ opera-

tions in these fields may have too much incentive to falsely advertise and

exaggerate their past performance for quality, the lower-powered incentives

prevalent in large corporations might be preferable. Perhaps for this reason,

durable goods retailers and many financial service firms advertise that their

employees do not work on commission.20

At the other extreme, government operation may be appropriate for tasks

where it is difficult for customers to accurately separate true quality from

efforts to signal quality, and where firms cannot commit to low-powered incen-

tives to build a reputation against low-quality work. This is where governments

may potentially lead to better outcomes due to their ability to commit to rel-

atively low-powered incentives to workers for reasons outlined in the article.

There are natural limits to the theory presented in this article; in practice,

many other factors are important in shaping incentives in markets, firms, and

governments, and the boundaries of these organizations are not simply, or per-

haps even mainly, determined as a way of regulating the power of incentives.

For example, governments may run certain functions for rent-seeking reasons.

Nevertheless, the arguments developed in this article might suggest a reason

for why government operation in some activities may be less costly than in

others, thus helping us understand in which activities we are more likely to

see government involvement. Overall, the importance of the forces empha-

sized here is therefore an empirical question. We have highlighted some exist-

ing empirical evidence regarding education and pension funds that seems to

support our model. However, further empirical investigation of relative effi-

ciency of markets, firms, and governments in different activities, taking into

account issues of relative output quality and composition of effort, should be

a fruitful area for future research.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. Although in the text we focus on the case where n/N;
here we solve for the general case with n finite first. Parents with priormi

0 about

teacher i observe the vector Z0. Let v0 be the variance of m
i
0: Since m

i
0 and Z0

20. Large corporations may also be able to build up a reputation for quality and for not en-

couraging their employees to mislead customers because of their high-powered incentives.

Another type of organization, which falls outside the scope of our study, is nonprofits, which

may more effectively build a reputation for not allowing employees to mislead customers because

they have weaker profit incentives (see Besley and Ghatak [2003], for a theory of incentives with

‘‘motivated’’ agents, which suggests an explanation for why certain activities should be performed

in nonprofit firms).
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are distributed normally, we can use the normal updating formula to compute

mi
1 conditional on Z0. In particular, we have that

ai1 j Z0; Nðmi
1; v1Þ;

where

mi
1 ¼ mi

1 þ R12R
�1
22 ðZ0 �M0Þ ðA1Þ

and

v1 ¼ v0 � R12R
�1
22 R21; ðA2Þ

withMt [ ½m1
t � � �mn

t �
T ; R12 [ ½0 0 � � � v0 � � � 0� (where v0 corresponds to the ith

component of the vector), R21 ¼ [R12]
T, and

R22 [

ðv0 þ r2
h þ r2

gÞ r2
g r2

g

r2
g

..

.
r2
g

r2
g r2

g ðv0 þ r2
h þ r2

gÞ

2
664

3
775:

The inverse of R12; R
�1
22 can be computed as

R�1
22 ¼ 1

b

a 1 1

1 � � � a � � � 1

1 1 a

2
4

3
5;

where

b[ ðn� 1Þr2
g �

ðv0 þ r2
h þ r2

gÞ
2

r2
g

� ðn� 2Þðv0 þ r2
h þ r2

gÞ and

a[ �
ðv0 þ r2

h þ r2
gÞ

r2
g

þ ðn� 2Þ
" #

:

Plugging in the value of R12 and R�1
22 ; we obtain

mi
1 ¼ mi

0 þ bðzi0 � mi
0Þ � �bð�z�i

0 � �m�i
0 Þ; ðA3Þ

where

�z�i
0 ¼ 1

ðn� 1Þ
X
k 6¼i

zk0

�m�i
0 ¼ 1

ðn� 1Þ
X
k 6¼i

mk
0

b ¼ v0a

b
and �b ¼ �v0ðn� 1Þ

b
:

Note that 1 > b � �b > 0:
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We can also solve for v1 from the above equation (A2) as

v1 ¼ v0 �
a

b
v20:

As n/N; we obtain the expressions in the text:

b ¼ v0

ðv0 þ r2
hÞ

and �b ¼ v0

ðv0 þ r2
hÞ
;

as well as

v1 ¼
v0r2

h

v0 þ r2
h

;

for all i.

Note that as n/N; the expression for b is the same as if the parents initially

knew the exact value of g0. This is because as n/N parents can perfectly

filter out the common shock g0 by averaging z
i
0 � mi

0 across different teachers.

This argument holds even if vi0depends on i. By the standard normal updat-

ing rule applied to this case, we have that

mi
1 ¼ mi

0 þ biðzi0 � ĝÞ;

where bi ¼
vi
0

ðvi
0
þr2

hÞ
: n

Proof of Proposition 2. The second-best is given by the solution to equa-

tion (6)

df #ðg0Þ
@E0 w1ðXi

1Þ
� �
@si0

¼ 1 and cdf #ðb0Þ
@E0 w1ðXi

1Þ
� �
@si0

¼ 1: ðA4Þ

The above conditions can be combined to give f #(g0) ¼ cf #(b0) which implies

that:

b0 ¼ f #�1
f 0ðg0Þ
c

� �
: ðA5Þ

The inverse of f #(x) exists due to the concavity of f(x). Equation (A5) defines

the feasible pairs of (g0, b0) even when the wage function is not differentiable.

Restriction to differentiable wage functions therefore does not change our

second-best solution. Given (A5), we can simplify our maximization problem

(6) into the unconstrained problem:

max
g0

�Aþ f ðg0Þ � g0 � f #�1
f 0ðg0Þ
c

� �� �
: ðA6Þ

The above is a well-defined maximization problem with a unique global max-

imum. Differentiating (A6) with respect to g0, we obtain

f #ðgSB0 Þ ¼ 1þ ð1=cÞf $ðgSB0 Þ
f $ð f #�1ð f #ðgSB0 Þ=cÞÞ

:
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Because of the concavity of f(x), the expression on the right-hand side is

greater than 1, implying gSB0 < gFB0 : The value of bSB0 is determined by gSB

and equation (A5).

Given gSB, any wage structure w1ðXi
1Þ that implements gSB will also imple-

ment bSB0 ; given that the choice implemented by any wage structure satisfies

(A4). Since the decision gSB can always be implemented by some wage sched-

ule of the form wi
1 ¼ a:mi

1 þ j; there is no loss of generality to restrict our-

selves to such linear schedules. To see this, note that from equation (3),

mi
1 ¼ ð1� bÞmi

0 þ bsi0 þ constant:

We can therefore write

E0½wi
1� ¼ a:ð1� bÞ:E0½mi

0� þ a:b:si0 þ j;

what implies that
@E0½w1ðXi

1Þ�
@s0

¼ ab: By choosing a ¼ aSB, where

aSB ¼ 1

f #ðgSBÞbd;

one can always implement gSB. Finally, since aSB is an increasing function of

gSB, which is decreasing in c, there exists a c such that for c > c, we have

aSB < 1. n

Proof of Proposition 4. With firms, parents observe J signals, represented by

�Z0 [ ½�z10�z20 � � ��z J0 �
T ;

where

�z j0 ¼ �a j
0 þ �h j

0 þ g0:

Once more, the Bayesian updating of beliefs will imply that given the prior

a
j
0 ;Nð�m j

0; v0=KjÞ;

and the fact that �Z0 is normally distributed, we will have that

a
j
1 j �Z0 ;Nð�m j

1; v
j
1Þ:

By hypothesis, there are J firms in the economy with each firm j having a size

Kj. Let n/N: Since the size of each school is finite, as n/N we also have

that J/N; that is there are infinitely many firms. Therefore, parents can ob-

tain a consistent estimator of g0 by averaging �z
j
0 � �m j

0 across different schools.

Since parents are Bayesian players that can empirically estimate arbitrarily

well g0 with some estimator ĝ; while updating their beliefs about each indi-

vidual school, they will estimate the posterior distribution of a
j
0 as if they
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knew g0 and g0 ¼ ĝ; for some estimator ĝ:Moreover, the observation of one

single school z
j
0; where j is fixed, should not matter for ĝ: Those points were

already noticed in the proof of Lemma 1.

Finally, the observations on other schools are only useful for parents esti-

mating a
j
0 as long as it provides information on g0. These facts together imply

that, as n/N; estimating �m j
1 should be the same estimating �m j

1 when parents

observe only

z
j
0 j a

j
0;Nða j

0;r
2
h=Kj þ r2

g=KjÞ;

and know that g0 ¼ ĝ; where ĝ is a function of �Z0 that does not depend on a
j
0:

The Bayesian updating rule for this simple case is given by

�m j
1 ¼ �m j

0 þ b:ð�z j0 � ĝ� �m j
0Þ;

where b ¼ v0
v0þrh

:

In other words, as J/N; the career concerns coefficient for the entire firm
is exactly the same as the career concerns coefficient for an individual teacher

under market equilibrium. However, the career concerns coefficient for an in-

dividual i in firm j is given by b/Kj, and is decreasing in Kj.

From this, it is straightforward to see that gF(1) ¼ gM and gFðKjÞ/0 as

Kj /N: Moreover, gF(Kj) is monotonically decreasing in Kj. The firm will

now endogenously set Kj ¼ K* such that gF(K*) ¼ gSB. To see this, note that

the firm will maximize

max
Kj

E

X1
t¼0

dtð�m j
t þ f ðgtðKjÞÞ � gtðKjÞ � btðKjÞ

" #
: ðA7Þ

Since there is no effort in period 1, the above problem is the same as in equa-

tion (6) in Proposition 2, and is maximized at Kj ¼ K*, such that g(K*) ¼ gSB,

providing the second-best solution. n

Proof of Proposition 5. Let n/N so that with each firm of finite size,

J/N: As before, this assumption implies that the common shocks can be

perfectly filtered out, so to simplify notation, we ignore the common shocks.

Since there is asymmetric information now, we must distinguish between in-

ternal and public information. The internal information on an individual i in

firm j can be summarized by

z
ji
t ¼ a

ji
t þ h ji

t þ h̃ ji
t ;

whereas the public information is given by z
j
t ¼ at þ h

j

t : The firm has access

to both internal and public information. Recall that each teacher also gets her

full surplus, that is, w
ji
t ¼ m

ji
t þ f ðgtÞ

j
:

Given the internal and public signal, the updating formula used by the firm

becomes
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m
ji
tþ1 ¼ m

ji
t þ v0

v0
K

� � ðv0 þ r2
h þ r2

h̃
Þ ðv0þr2

hÞ
K

ðv0þr2
hÞ

K

ðv0þr2
hÞ

K

" #�1

ðz jit � m
ji
t Þ

ðz jt � �m j
t Þ

� �
;

which implies

m
ji
tþ1 ¼ m

ji
t þ basyðz jit � m

ji
t Þ þ �basyðz jð�iÞ

t � �m
jð�iÞ
t Þ;

where

basy [
v0ðK � 1Þðv0 þ r2

hÞ þ v0r2

h̃

ðv0 þ r2
hÞððK � 1Þðv0 þ r2

hÞ þ Kr2

h̃
Þ

 !

defines the career concerns coefficient with asymmetric information, super-

script –i refers to the average excluding the ith teacher, and

�basy [
v0r2

h̃
ðK � 1Þ

ðv0 þ r2
hÞððK � 1Þðv0 þ r2

hÞ þ Kr2

h̃
ÞðK � 1Þ:

To emphasize dependence on firm size, let us write the career concerns co-

efficient above, basy, as basyðKÞ: Let K** be the value of K that makes

basyðKÞ ¼ bSB: Then, we have that
@K**

@r2

h̃

< 0: In other words, as the firm learns

more about an individual teacher, it becomes harder to sustain the second-best

level of effort, and firm size needs to increase.

Since
@basy Kð Þ

@K < 0; and basy(K ¼ 1) ¼ bM, to establish basyðKÞ ¼ bSB; we
simply need to show that limK/NbasyðKÞ < bSB: We have

lim
K/N

basyðKÞ ¼ v0

v0 þ r2
h þ r2

h̃

and

v0

v0 þ r2
h þ r2

h̃

 !
< bSB5r2

h̃
> r2

h̃
[

v0

bSB
� v0 � r2

h

� �
:

Therefore, if r2

h̃
> r2

h̃
; the economy can achieve the second-best allocation.

However, for r2

h̃
� r2

h̃
(i.e., severe asymmetric information), the commitment

problem implies that the second-best can never be achieved. n

Proof of Proposition 6. The politician’s maximization problem is

max
ap
1

U
pol
0 ¼ E0

X1
t¼0

dtðmp
t � �wtÞ

" #
:

Notice that m
p
0 is given, and wage �w0 is paid up front in the first period. Given

participation constraint u for a teacher, �w0 ¼ uþ g0 þ b0; where g0 and b0 are
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effort levels induced by the government for the average teacher. These effort

levels in the first period are induced by giving an incentive to each teacher of

wi
1 ¼ ap1m

i
1 þ j1 in the second period. Since teachers do not exert any effort in

the second period, there is no need to compensate them for any effort in second

period. Furthermore, since in expected terms there is no uncertainty about av-

erage ability of the teachers in second period, second period wage drops out of

the maximization problem.

Thus, the above maximization problem for the politician reduces to

max
ap
1

U
pol
0 ¼ E0 dmp

1 � g0 � b0
� �

; where m
p
1 ¼ m

p
0 þ bp z0 � kmp

0

� �
: Replacing

m
p
1 with its updating equation, and substituting for z0, the politician’s maximi-

zation problems can be rewritten as

max
ap
1

E0 db
pð f ðg0Þ þ cf ðb0ÞÞ � g0 � b0½ �;

where

fg0; b0g: 2 argmax
fg#0;b#0g

ðdap1mi
1 � g#0 � b#0Þ:

The politician’s first order condition with respect to ap1 gives us:

dbp f #ðg0Þ
@g0
@ap

þ cf #ðbij0Þ
@b0
@ap

� �
¼ @g0

@ap
þ @b0
@ap

� �
:

Each teacher’s first order condition gives us f#(g0)¼ cf#(b0), and plugging this
into the politician’s FOC, we get the final expression

f #ðgGÞ ¼ 1

dbp
: n

Proof of Proposition 7. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 6, but

with bp ¼ b, and d replaced by pd. n
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